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M
twittered as they neared the swamp.

 Pointing toward the lake’s misty banks, Matt screamed, “There’s one! I 

win. I’m going back to bed.”

 Kenny squinted, struggling to see in the dark. “Liar!”

 “Am not!”

 “Are too!”

 “Not!”

 “Bet me your catcher’s mitt.”

 “Fine,” said Matt. “What’s the bet?”

 “You say there’s monsters in the swamp. I say there ain’t. Bring back a 

att hoped to end a week-long argument when he led Kenny into the 

night. A full moon lit their way. Crickets and other insects chirped and 
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monster and I’ll give you my skateboard. If not, I get your catcher’s mitt.”

 Matt’s eyes glowed in the moonlight. He gnawed his thumbnail. Then, 

while rubbing his hands together and nodding, he marched into the swamp.

 As Matt disappeared into the darkness, Kenny sat on a stump and yelled, 

“And no crazy lizards or big ‘ol bullfrogs! It’s got to be a monster!”

 Matt slogged over the muddy ground. Twigs snapped. Leaves squished 

beneath his feet. He had never seen a monster and wondered if they existed. He 

knew he wanted them to and he hoped that was enough.

 Owls hooted from slouching trees and toads croaked from algae-choked 

ponds. Matt picked up a rock and tossed it in the water. 

 Splash! 

 Then another. 

 Splash! 

 Minutes later he grabbed a third rock, pitched it over his shoulder, and 

waited for the splash, but instead he heard a thump, and then a terrible, growling 

voice screamed, “Owwwwww!”

 Matt tripped on roots and slipped over stones trying to hide behind the 

nearest tree. Trembling, he pressed his back against the soggy trunk and tried to 

squeeze between the creases in its bark.

 “Up to your pranks again, eh, Grog?” a throaty voice asked.

 Matt peered around the tree. A grotesque shadow was creeping toward 

him. As the shadow neared and then entered a shaft of moonlight, Matt saw 

a creature as twisted and gnarled as the roots of an ancient tree. Its one eye 

glared over a massive, triple-toothed mouth. Horns poked from its hips and 

head. It had scales, six slender arms, and a dorsal fin lining the hump on its back. 
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 “Show yourself, Grog. I know it’s …” The creature’s eye popped open bigger 

than a basketball, “A monster! Grog, HELP!”

 Matt balled his fists and stepped out from behind the tree. “Who you 
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calling a monster?”

 The monster backed up several steps, lifting an arm and pointing with a 

crooked finger. “You.”

 “I’m no monster! You’re the monster!”

 The creature opened its mouth to speak but no words came. It scratched 

behind a horn and then folded all six arms across its torso. “You think I’m the 

monster, huh? Follow me. I’ll show you.”

 Matt struggled to keep up as the creature glided through the swamp. 

“What’s your name?” he asked. “Where are we going?”

 “Name’s Mo. We’re going to the Marsh Bash.” Mo aimed the same twisted 

finger at the starry sky. “Once a month we celebrate the moon, a spark of hope 

that exists even in the darkest night. We play games and the winner is crowned 

Champion of the Marsh.”

 “Why are you taking me there?”

 “Because Grog will never believe that monsters exist. I need proof to win 

the bet.”

 Matt stopped in his tracks. “What bet?”

 “That monsters exist!” Mo fished through the pouch tied around his waist. 

He pulled something out and held the object in the moonlight. “This alligator 

tooth for his lion fang.”
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 Mo and Matt continued through the swamp. The reek of decaying 

vegetation filled the air. Soon Matt heard shouting, snorting, and noises that 

sounded like gargling, coughing, and sneezing. 

 Mo stopped by a thicket and signaled for Matt to stay out of sight as he 

squeezed between vines and tangled vegetation. Matt stared between gaps of 

dew-beaded branches at hundreds of creatures in a clearing. One had weeds 

growing from its chest and shoulders, leaves sprouting from its mouth, and a 
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tree attached to its back and rooted to its ears. Another had three eyes at the 

ends of noodle necks. Its body was as round as a hippo and it had lobster claws 

and a scorpion’s stinger. A third one was made of mud, and a fourth had no arms 

or legs. Its hands and feet attached to its shoulders and waist.

 When Mo appeared, they all turned to face him as if they’d been waiting 

for him to arrive. 

 Mo cracked his knuckles, cleared his throat, and threw all six of his arms 

upward. “Friends! This month’s Marsh Bash is going to be extra special thanks to 

this …” He waved Matt forward. “Monster!”
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 As Matt moved into the clearing, some creatures freaked out, yipping 

and yowling while they scrambled behind trees and splashed into the swamp. 

Others trembled as they watched with jaws, beaks, and bills wide open.

 Matt gulped. Out of the corner of his mouth, he whispered to Mo, “What’s 

going on?”

 Mo laid two arms over Matt’s shoulder. “They’re bamboozled.” 

 Bit by bit, the creatures inched forward. Some poked Matt’s ribs. Others 

ruffled his hair or pinched his cheeks. Matt found the prodding and jabbing 

annoying, but he endured the treatment until one of the creatures chuckled, 
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and said, “What a weak little wimpy thing.”

 Matt shoved and kicked at the creatures. “Weak?” he shouted. “Wimpy? 

I’ll play your Marsh Bash and show you who’s what!”

 Mo grinned. Then he clapped all of his hands together and yelled, “Let 

the games begin!”

 Matt was ushered to an area where ten wooden barrels formed a circle. 

As Mo explained the contest, Bobbing for Eyeballs, Matt glanced inside one of 

the barrels and saw what looked like floating eyeballs, each the size of an apple. 

He felt sick to his stomach and wondered if he had made a mistake.

 But then Mo said, “On your mark! Get set! Go!” and Matt was swept into 

action.

 He held his breath and dunked his head into the icy water. While most of 

the other contestants were too big to maneuver their mouths or squeeze their 

heads into their barrels’ openings, others were disqualified for swallowing the 

eyeballs. But Matt was quick. After getting his mouth against one, he nudged the 
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eyeball against the barrel’s rim, sunk his teeth into it, and came up victorious. 

Water dripped from his dangling hair as he pulled the eyeball out of his mouth 

and realized with relief that it was a pinecone painted to look like an eye.

 Creatures squealed, gasped, and stomped their feet, hooves, and tentacles, 

scandalized that a monster had beaten them at their own game. 

 Matt tossed the pinecone on the ground. “What’s next?” he asked.

 The next event was Bowling for Bones. Contestants had to fling stones 

at what looked like a heap of bones, the idea being to break them into as many 

pieces as possible. Bowling was one of Matt’s favorite sports. He went once a 

month with his dad. But when the first contestant threw the first stone, the 

bones came to life and leaped in the air, easily avoiding the stone. 

  The target was a skeleton. As each contestant hurled a stone, the skeleton 

jumped out of the way.

 When Matt’s turn came, he stepped back, hefted the stone, and then 

raced forward. Before launching the stone, he stopped short. As he had hoped, 

the skeleton was in the air. After calculating its landing point, he flung the stone 
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and when the stone arrived, the skeleton touched ground and shattered into 

pieces. 

 Bull’s-eye! Matt won again.

 The creatures were speechless. A monster had won another event. As 

they glared at Matt with scowling expressions, Matt smiled. 
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 Hands on his hips, he asked, “What’s next?” 

 The final event was the Horrifying Face Contest, which involved making 

the most frightening face possible. Most contestants already had scary faces, 

and even more terrifying expressions, but being human worked in Matt’s favor. 

He crossed his eyes, flashed his teeth, and let out a blood-curdling shriek that 

made most of the creatures faint and sent the rest running for their lives.

 The ceremony was festive. Two monsters hefted Matt onto their shoulders 

and paraded him back and forth while the others tossed weeds and mudballs 

in the air. Then a winged creature flew him through the night sky while they all 

howled at the moon. After that, Mo plopped a laurel wreath on Matt’s head, 

and the monsters kneeled at his feet and chanted, “Champion of the Marsh.”

 Hours later, Matt returned to the stump and found Kenny sleeping with 

his head on the stump. 
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 When he shook Kenny awake, Kenny opened his eyes and saw the wreath 

on Matt’s head. 

 “What’s that?”

 “A long story.” Matt yawned. “That I’m too tired to tell. You tell him, Mo.”

 “Who’s Mo?” Kenny asked, sitting up straight. 

 Mo stepped out from the shadows of a splintered tree. “I’m Mo,” 

he croaked, slapping two hands against his chest, “and you owe Matt your 

skateboard!”
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The Shining Adventures of Shelpa McStorm

The trip of a lifetime on the most exclusive vacation planet in the universe! 
Shelpa McStorm has barely set foot in the crystal blue ocean of Panacea when 
he is thrust into a wild adventure through enchanted forests and forbidden 
lands. Along the way he encounters a hitchhiking hat, a cornball king, a wacko 
meatball, and a host of other crazy characters. Shelpa’s life is about to take an 
incredible turn. Though he thinks he is racing to rescue a friendly flower, his real 
quest is to save himself.

Chapter book, paperback, 208 pages
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